
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
April 20, 2018 
 
 
To: Labour Councils 
 
 
 
Sister and Brothers , 
  
I want to take a moment to thank those Labour Councils who have sent letters to my office regarding 
the disaffiliation of Unifor from the CLC.  
  
Several letters have expressed disappointment about having to remove Unifor delegates from Labour 
Councils. I must tell you all that I agree, it is most unfortunate that Unifor members have been 
removed from many Labour Councils around the country. It was not our goal to have such a profound 
effect on communities when our Executive Board made the decision to disaffiliate from the CLC over 
a dispute with the Article 4 process. In fact, many Councils around the country have chosen to defy 
the edict of the CLC and have refused to remove Unifor members from their Labour Councils.  
  
In our view, this is most appropriate, given the dispute we are currently involved in is with the CLC. In 
the CLC Constitution mandatory affiliation to all levels of the labour movement exists, but this is only 
applied to the CLC. Somehow a union can have a dispute with either a federation or a labour council 
and pull their funding, but when the fight is with the CLC, the union is kicked out of all levels of the 
movement. We fundamentally disagree with this and only when Federations and Labour Councils 
challenge this interpretation will their funding become more stable. 
  
To be clear, for all delegates of your Councils, this dispute is about the fundamental right of workers 
to change unions without fear of reprisal and the Constitution of the CLC. Several times now, U.S 
based unions have removed democratically elected local union members and have seized assets 
owned by the Canadian based membership. Seized assets, bank accounts and the proceeds of union 
hall sales have been sent to the U.S. Those who want to keep things as it is would like to convince 
people that this is a veiled desire to raid other unions. This assertion that Unifor did this to gain 
members is absurd. Our union has organized over 20,000 unorganized workers in a very short time 
and we do not raid other unions who respect worker democracy. There is not one single example of 
Unifor interfering in a union that has not violated this principle and no one is interfering in our local 
unions.  
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I want to assure all members of your Labour Council that Unifor is committed to the work in your 
community and we will be making some adjustments within our union to address these concerns in 
the very near future.  
  
Our Board has taken a stand, fighting for worker democracy and when both the CLC and its affiliates 
give credence to the issues raised, I am certain we will return to the house of labour. 
  
In solidarity, 

 
 
 
 
 

Jerry Dias, 
National President. 
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